
 

 

 
 
 
 
HON Announces Top Sales Distinction Awards to Industry-leading Dealer 
Partners  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(MUSCATINE, IA – April 23, 2022) –  HON, a leader in workplace and educational furnishings 
celebrates the success of Lone Star Furnishings at the 38th annual HON Team Up recognition 
ceremony. Winners from across the United States provide organizations and schools HON 
product solutions with a commitment to serve the communities and make their spaces work.  
 
The annual awards program was hosted in Dublin, Ireland in the Christchurch Cathedral, a 
space celebrated for its excellence and history; making it the perfect venue to acknowledge 
success and partnership. 
 
“The Team Up awards program celebrates the shared success and the exceptional commitment 
to the HON brand with our top-selling Dealer Partners.” explains Ric Andersen, Vice President 
of Sales, “We recognize their achievement and appreciate the leadership they bring when 
designing work and learning environments.”  
_________ 
 
HON would like to recognize and congratulate the efforts Lone Star Furnishings made to 
achieve this award.  
 
2022 HON New Product Champion Award: The New Product Champion award goes to the 
trade partner with the highest NEW product sales for 6 brand new - and already award-winning 
– products that launched this past year. A well-trained, clearly defined sales strategy and 
planned campaigning around these new products drove this instrumental new product 
growth! Congratulations to LONE STAR FURNISHINGS - https://lonestarfurnishings.com/ 
 
The HON Company congratulates Lone Star Furnishings on an outstanding year, and thanks 
them for their exceptional commitment to the brand.  
____________ 
 
About The HON Company: Since 1944, The HON Company, has been in the business of 
making workspaces work better. At HON, we believe a thoughtfully designed workspace sets 
the stage for better work, that’s why we go to great lengths to build office furniture that helps you 
work smarter, more comfortably, and on your terms. HON has showrooms in two major cities 
across the United States - New York City and Washington DC, as always at our headquarters in 
Muscatine, Iowa. For additional information, visit www.hon.com or follow HON on Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, and YouTube.  
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